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Canada’s best
law firm websites
What makes a law firm website great?
What should it be trying to accomplish, and how
do we know if it succeeded? We asked some
of Canada’s top legal technology experts to tell us
which law firms are doing it right in 10 different
categories. The results of this nationwide
survey are here in National’s inaugural Best
Canadian Law Firm Website Awards.

By Luigi Benetton

H

ave you ever wondered how leading Canadian
legal websites compare? We did, so we asked a
panel of nine legal technology professionals, representing a diverse range of professions (web
designers, consultants, law students and lawyers)
to rank and comment on Canadian law firm websites within
different categories. What you’re about to read are their
answers and valuable insights, as well as their choices for best
law firm websites in Canada.
The overriding design principle that our experts recommended for good law firm websites is to keep it simple. Law is
a complex field, but few clients want to deal first-hand with
that complexity.
“In general, I tossed out firms where I had to scroll down
to get all the information on the page, especially the home
page,” says Toronto lawyer and Legal Post columnist Mitchell
Kowalski. “If the home page didn’t fit 90 percent on my initial screen, then it was deemed to be too crowded with information and, quite frankly, too much work to figure out what
the firm was about.”
“As someone who creates and manages web assets, I know
first-hand how hard it can be to convince any client to allocate
the significant resources and manpower to distill their content
and message,” says web designer Jesse Collins of Mississauga,
Ont. “Ironically, it requires a lot of work, time and money to
make things simple, clean and spare.”
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While panelists agreed on the importance of a site’s simplicity, they also emphasized maximizing the site’s curb
appeal. In the opinion of e-discovery consultant Peg Duncan
of Ottawa, “the most important stuff for the home page of
national law firms is the list of recent matters and news, as
well as links to blogs and RSS feeds.” Though, as Dominic
Jaar of Montreal points out, too few firms update their
news regularly.
Those sorts of elements “demonstrate a firm’s currency and
whether or not they ‘do’ what the client might be looking for,”
adds Marni MacLeod, client services director for Skunkworks
Creative Group in Vancouver.
Panelists concurred that blogs benefit a firm. They also
agree that blogging requires an ongoing commitment to reap
benefits. So if making the time to blog proves difficult, get students to help. That’s happening at Cassels Brock & Blackwell’s
articling student blog. “The firm gets an ‘A’ for effort,” says
Kowalski. “And kudos for apparently not censoring what the
students write.”
Another approach is the team blog, such as the Video
Game Law Blog at Davis LLP, which features multiple contributing lawyers. Another tactic is to stray from legal topics
now and again, as Toronto lawyer Garry Wise does on his
own blog. You can attract more potential clients, Kowalski
surmises, by creating “a destination blog that many people
will go to.”
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Toronto lawyer Rob Hyndman employs the same tactic on
his own blog. “By reflecting on his involvement in technology
and events like the HoHoTO [charity event] and the Mesh
Conference, he speaks to the type of person he is and why
you’d want to do business with him,” Kowalski says. “For me,
that's what blogging is supposed to deliver.”
For all this talk of content, the superficial can’t be ignored.
“Unless I’ve been specifically referred ⎯ and some practices
are heavily referral-based ⎯ if the home page is ghastly, I go
no further,” MacLeod says. “Just as with meeting a person,
viewing a website in the absence of any physical contact with
a lawyer at that firm means their website is really my first
impression.” It doesn’t help, says Jaar, when the first image
you see on a law firm website is a terrible photo of one of the
partners or, even worse, of an empty office or reception area.
“It’s like I’ve just walked into a furniture store or I’m looking
up some insurance salesman.”
Lawyer biographies drew plenty of attention. In MacLeod’s
view, “a relationship with a lawyer is very personal. Clients
trust them with private information, and how they perform
will have a significant impact on a client’s well-being.” Bios,
especially those adorned with professionally produced photos,
that present lawyers (and, increasingly, other staff) as
approachable and “real” enhance a first impression.
Law student and blogger Omar Ha-Redeye believes good
bios are the exception today. He sees bios that vaunt lawyers
instead of providing useful information to clients. “When
looking for a lawyer, most clients could care less about the
things that lawyers care about, [like being a] Gold Medalist,
or having clerked with so-and-so,” he says.
“I would love to see social media linked from profiles (e.g.,
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a lawyer’s blog), but this rarely if ever happens,” he adds.
Collins singles out Alexander Holburn Beaudin & Lang
LLP for its client focus. “The copywriting is particularly userfocused,” he says. “No businessy, legal-schmegal BS, no buzzwords. Just things like: ‘Take a look around — perhaps we can
be of service,’ or ‘Students play an essential role at Alexander
Holburn Beaudin & Lang LLP. We look to them as the principal source of the firm’s growth.’”
“Wow, speaking like a real person!” he says. “That means
that they might actually be able to present a legal issue and
possible solutions to me in a way that I can understand.”
Before signing up, prospective clients usually want to know
the cost of doing so. There’s no consensus on the value of posting prices on websites, but that didn’t stop Heritage Law from
placing its “Value Pricing” link third from the left on its menu
bar, just under the firm logo. Slater Vecchio’s website offers the
other side of the financial equation: a trial damages awards
page. “Compensation is of paramount importance to many
personal injury victims,” says MacLeod.
Heritage Law also shows how websites can effectively
merge various technologies on one site to serve clients ⎯ particularly online payment ⎯ as well as prospective clients.
“There’s up-to-date valuable information in a variety of formats: web copy, videos, blog, Twitter,” says Allison Wolf, president of Shift Works Strategic Business Coaching in Vancouver,
adding that these features give “a real feel for the firm.”
A word of caution concerning bells and whistles like animations and sound: make sure they work. For instance,
MacLeod diplomatically notes that “a national firm, which
shall remain nameless, has a great site overall. But I was
unable to view their Student Recruitment page because it
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